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CONSISTENTLY SUPPORTING CUSTOMERS
THROUGH VALUE, DURABILITY AND RELIABILTY
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Dear Customer,  

These days managing a successful business, especially if you’re a motor carrier,
can seem like trying to tackle a moving target.  With erratic variables in play, the
significance of a partner who supports your business, shares your vision and
understands your performance goals should never be underestimated.

At <Location Name> not only do we understand your goals, we are here to help
you achieve them.  Backed by experts in trailer design, manufacturing and innova-
tion at Great Dane, our products and service are uniquely positioned to help you
succeed.  But we are constantly on the move exploring new ways to serve our cus-
tomers more effectively.

The new line of Great Dane trailers now on the market represents a distinct com-
mitment to delivering creative, high quality solutions at exceptional value through
advancements in engineering and design.  In this issue of Evolving Trailer
Technology, you’ll learn more about how the new standards for Everest reefers,
Champion dry vans and Freedom flatbeds will impact your business and about the
advantages of long-term partnerships with customers like Ace Hardware and
Oakhurst Dairy.  Over the past 20 years, these organizations have relied on
Great Dane to meet their hauling requirements and to help move their company
forward while consistently delivering value, durability and reliability.

Great Dane continues to invest time and financial resources into research, engi-
neering technology and manufacturing in support of you and your goals. As you
face the challenges of an ever-changing business environment, you can depend on
<Location Name> to take the journey with you and help steer you toward success.

As always, we appreciate your business!

Regards,

Brandie M. Fuller
Vice President, Marketing
Great Dane Trailers

july
July 11-13
TCA – Refrigerated Division Annual Meeting
The Coeur d’Alene Resort – Coeur d’Alene, ID

August
August 23-25
GATS - Great American Trucking Show
Dallas Convention Center – Dallas, TX

September
September 20-22
TRUXPO
TRADEX Center – Abbotsford, BC

September 26-28
NDTA – National Trailer Dealers Association 
Annual Convention
Lodge at Torrey Pines – La Jolla, CA

October
October 7-10
ATA - American Trucking Association Management
Conference & Exhibition
Mandalay Bay Resort & Casino – Las Vegas, NV

October 29-21
IFDA – International Food Distribution Association
Rio All-Suite Hotel – Las Vegas, NV

November
November 2-4
Cam Expo
Centre de Foires de Québec – Quebec City, Quebec
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Great Dane’s new refrigerated trailer manufacturing facility in
Statesboro, Georgia is open for business. An official ribbon cut-

ting ceremony, attended by dignitaries from the state and local
 community, area business leaders, company executives and media
 representatives, took place a year after breaking ground on the
high-tech, innovative plant.

“We are thrilled to finally open the doors of our brand new
 production facility here in Statesboro,” Great Dane President and
Chief Executive Officer Bill Crown said.  “This building reflects the
diligence and focus of countless individuals over the past two years,
working together toward this day in some of the most difficult
 economic times we can remember. Just as Great Dane has set the
standard for excellence with its products, this plant sets a new stan-
dard for cutting-edge manufacturing and efficiency. We are proud
that it will serve as a model of the most technologically advanced,
environmentally sound production practices in the world.”

Great Dane’s state-of-the-art Statesboro reefer plant is dedicated to
manufacturing the company’s Everest refrigerated trailers, including
the TL model for truckload carriers and the CL reefer built especially
to meet the unique needs of multi-temp and foodservice operations,
particularly those in the Southeast. The manufacturing facility is
 currently operating one production line with a second line and shift
slated to start later in the year. At full capacity, the new plant will be
able to produce more than 5,000 trailers annually.

High-tech in every respect, the new Statesboro plant features auto-
mated technologies including robotic welding, computer-controlled
foaming and optimized material handling systems. In accordance
with Great Dane’s pledge to keep its environmental impact as low
as possible, numerous green initiatives have been put in place,
including energy-efficient lighting and a building management
 system that automatically controls lights, air quality and temperature.
Programs are also in place to reduce water consumption and the
use of load monitors will ensure optimal energy consumption.

Plant Manager Kevin Black was chosen to oversee the new
Statesboro plant. “This facility was designed and built to be the 
most modern and efficient in the world,” he said. “It’s been very

 rewarding to lead the team in Statesboro, and to partner with the
community, the city of Statesboro and Bulloch County to bring more
than 400 jobs to the area. It is also an honor to be a part of Great
Dane’s century-old tradition of building the best trailers in the
 trucking industry.”

Statesboro By The Numbers 
Opened: April 2012 
Site: 118 acres
Facility Size: 450,000 sq ft
Production Space: 440,000 sq ft, two lines
Office Space: 10,000 sq ft, including a 3,000-sq ft, 
climate-controlled, noise-free customer preview center
Capacity:  5,000 trailers annually
Employees: 400+
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Great DaneBuilds
for the Future

NEWS & TRENDS

Ribbon Cutting

Great Dane’s new manufacturing plant and Engineering Technology Center
reflect the company’s commitment to its customers and its workforce

Great Dane executives and local leaders officially cut the ribbon on the company’s
new refrigerated trailer plant in Statesboro, Georgia.  Participants are, from left:

Dean Engelage, Executive Vice President, Sales and Strategic Planning, Great Dane
Bill Crown, CEO and President, Great Dane
Sam Gupta, Executive Vice President, Manufacturing, Great Dane
Rick Mullininx, Executive Vice President, Engineering, Great Dane
Alan Whiten, Director of Manufacturing Engineering, Great Dane
J. Garrett Nevil, Chairman, Bulloch County Commission
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Investing in Leading Edge Engineering Technology
At the center of Great Dane’s new research and development cam-
pus in Savannah, Georgia, an Engineering Technology Center will
serve as a hub for the company’s extensive engineering and design
initiatives and as an educational experience for both customers and
employees. A groundbreaking ceremony, held recently for the   state-
of-the-art complex located on the site of the company’s existing
 corporate office facility, was attended by local officials, company
executives, staff and members of the media.  

“Great Dane by far has the hardest-working engineering and
 development team in the industry,” said Rick Mullininx, executive
vice president, engineering. “When our new Engineering
Technology Center is complete, we will be able to further test our
research and design innovations in a cutting-edge, futuristic setting,
train  employees and educate our customers as we all work together
to find solutions to best fit their needs.”

The new high-tech campus will include the renovation of cur-
rent  corporate office space and three new buildings that will
all be LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
certified by the U.S. Building Green Council. LEED certifica-
tion provides independent, third-party verification that a build-
ing was designed and built using strategies aimed at achiev-
ing high performance in key areas of human and environ-
mental health: sustainable site  development, water savings,
energy efficiency, materials selection and indoor
 environmental quality.

The new Engineering Technology Center building will
 encompass more than 30,000 sq ft of space and will include
a 3,600-sq ft  conference center, customer preview showroom
and technology “garden,” which will house interactive, hands-on
educational  displays of Great Dane products and materials.

Research and development activity on the campus will take place in
a new 27,000-sq ft building that will accommodate a  manufacturing
engineering lab for building custom fixtures and  testing automation
equipment.  A corrosion lab will also be housed in the facility, as
well as testing labs for large and small components, quality

 assurance and thermal efficiency. A separate 5,500-sq ft building
will be built for Great Dane’s one-of-a-kind  full-scale road simulator.  
Full-scale  automated trailer floor fatigue  testing will also take place
in that location.

“Great Dane’s history dates back to around the turn of the 20th
 century,” said Bill Crown, president and CEO.  “Over the years, the
company has consistently met the evolving needs of its customers by
investing time and resources into research, development and
 engineering. The work done by Great Dane’s entire engineering
team has yielded countless cutting-edge innovations in materials and
 products that have advanced the entire trucking industry. Today, we
 celebrate these accomplishments and prepare for the future by
breaking ground on a new engineering and  technology campus that
will benefit our customers, our employees and the environment.”

Ground Breaking
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The new high-tech campus will include the renovation of the current corporate
office space and three new-construction buildings that will be LEED certified
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Johnson Refrigerated Truck Bodies launches new FleetWise aftermarket service program and
evolves all-electric refrigeration product line.

TRUCK BODY NEWS

A NEW ERA AND 
NEW INNOVATIONS FOR

JOHNSON 
REFRIGERATED 
TRUCK BODIES

In February 2010, Great Dane Trailers acquired Johnson

Refrigerated Truck Bodies. The united industry focus between the
two companies opened the door to a new era of opportunity.
Previously, Johnson was owned by Carlisle Companies, with global
diversified holdings, and the two shared few industry commonalities.

Present opportunities with Great Dane such as purchasing scale,
expanded engineering capabilities, and the factory branch and
dealer retail network provide a natural platform for Johnson to
develop new products and service capabilities rather seamlessly.

“The voice of the customer is paramount; it drives us to work
smarter and to develop products and services to help them suc-
ceed,” said Ron Ricci, President.“ Customer requests for aftermarket
support have resulted in previous failed attempts to provide nation-
al service and support through independent dealers and service
providers. Developing these relationships and training providers on
Johnson’s fiberglass truck body product line was a challenge and
difficult at best to manage.”

Cohesive leadership and strong synergies between Johnson and
Great Dane, led to Johnson’s ability to expand after-sale support on
a national level in the first half of this year with the launch of
FleetWise, anew aftermarket service and repair program. 

For the first time in company history, Johnson equipment owners
gained access to preventive maintenance and repair services,
nationally, through Great Dane branches and a select group of
Great Dane dealerships. 

Critical to the success of the service initiative is developing the
capability to work with fiberglass composite bodies, which are
exclusive to Johnson and unique in the industry. A combination of
on-site training and Webinars are an efficient way for the retail
locations to get up to speed quickly and to have something to refer
back to for ongoing support.

The FleetWise service capability requires expertise in fiberglass
repair, foam insulation, door hardware, gasket replacement, steel
and aluminum fabrication, lighting and electrical system service,
and bumper replacement. Paint and decal work, installation of
ramps and lift gates as well as body swap services are provided as
well. Some locations will also offer mobile service and all-electric
refrigeration service.

The first phase of FleetWise brings these services to Johnson cus-
tomers through Great Dane branches and five dealers covering the
eastern and central parts of the U.S. and Canada. Dealers in the
rest of the U.S. and Canada, and in Mexico, will begin offering
the program later in 2012.
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Johnson’s full line of all-electric refrigeration
systems keeps improving and expanding to

meet the ongoing and ever changing needs of
the marketplace. 

Over the past decade, Johnson has been working
to develop a refrigeration system that continues to

be powered by electricity but functions more like a
traditional, diesel-powered refrigeration system. The

result is ElectriMax, a high capacity, all-electric system. The
ElectriMax system has evolved over the past several years and

today, Johnson is reintroducing it as the EMX Series, the newest
advanced system for longer routes, extreme climates and demand-
ing delivery applications. 

Johnson, a pioneer in the use of cold plates is using the technology
to meet present and future demand for green refrigeration. The
high thermal performance of Johnson fiberglass truck bodies result
in reduced consumption of electricity and fossil fuels needed to
keep cargo areas at desired temperature ranges. The superior
 thermal efficiency coupled with the all-electric refrigeration innova-
tions are the reasonsJohnson has been able to succeed in advanc-
ing cold plate technology to meet a broader range of needs. 

In addition to the advanced EMX Series, is Johnson’s second pri-
mary all-electric system consisting of traditional cold plates, the 
AE Series. Both the EMX and the AE Series are designed to meet 
a wide variety of markets, a vast number of temperature-controlled
applications, and delivery requirements that are unique to 
each fleet. 

AE SERIES:
The AE Series includes traditional free-hanging cold plates and
plate blower systems with automatic defrost that deliver excellent
reliability, low maintenance and exceptionally long system life. 

The AE Series is available in single and multiple temperature zones
and is designed to deliver consistent temperature ranges in each
zone for fresh, frozen and deep frozen applications. Cold plates
recharge with a stationary power-grid plug-in when the truck is at
rest, eliminating diesel fuel consumption and fossil fuel emissions for
significant operational savings.

EMX SERIES:
The EMX Series has quicker pull-down, faster temperature recovery,
exceptional air circulation, and goes beyond traditional cold plate
capabilities to satisfy non-traditional or extreme route requirements.

The EMX Series is designed to deliver a consistent temperature for
fresh, frozen and deep frozen applications. The cold plates
recharge with a stationary power-grid plug-in when the truck is 
at rest for a significant savings in diesel fuel consumption and fossil
fuel emissions. Select models have a battery pack that powers 
the refrigeration compressor when the truck is turned off for 
additional flexibility. 

A significant upgrade in the EMX Series models is the addition of a
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). The PLC provides a broader
set of control parameters for several functions such as defrost, com-
pressor operation and temperature management. A reporting func-
tion provides useful data on compressor operation and provides
indicators that help technicians with system troubleshooting. New
digital temperature probe monitoring tells the system when to run
and when not to run, just like the thermostat in your house. The
probe provides consistent and reliable temperature monitoring and
greater efficiency.

In addition, changing from 230V AC to low-voltage DC circuitry
results in fewer safety issues and increased system reliability during
grid plug in, and exclusive use of DC fans has increased reliability
of the condenser and evaporator operation. 

The beginning of a new era brings significant opportunities to a
company that has grown from a small, privately-owned entrepre-
neurial beginning into one with strong parent company support
and synergies that will help expand the product line and make it
more accessible to customers. To learn more about Johnson and
upcoming changes, visit our YouTube channel at
www.youtube.com/johnsontruckbodieswi or visit our website at
www.johnsontruckbodies.com. 
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Building on the solid foundation found in all Great Dane
Champion dry freight vans, a unique lightweight Champion CP

model is meeting the specialized and considerable demands of
 beverage hauling customers, including heavy floor loads, frequent
loading and unloading and the need for the most interior width
possible. Without sacrificing strength or durability, the Great Dane
Champion CP model with lightweight specs addresses each of
those needs.

Strength from the bottom up in the Champion CP begins with
lighter weight but stronger in number aluminum crossmembers.
Above that foundation is a Havco composite floor rated for as
much as 24,000 lbs.

On the Champion CP lightweight model, Great Dane incorporates
a stronger 21-inch high heavy-duty base rail. The taller aluminum
extrusion not only serves as scuffband, providing protection from
forklift damage during loading and unloading operations, it also
adds rigidity and strength to the trailer’s structure. That means less
sidewall bulging and flexing, and less potential damage.

Other standard weight-saving features of the Champion CP dry
freight van are composite swing doors. The galvanized steel
 exterior and interior skins wrap a resilient polymer core,
which eliminates corrosion issues associated with
moisture absorption in plywood cores. Composite
roll-up rear doors are available as an option.
Also included is a composite panel front wall

and aluminum roof bows, which are also double bonded to add
strength. Options include aluminum wheels and hubs, and lighter
weight wide-base single tires.

Great Dane’s new EnduroGuard rear frame, which combines the
strength of galvanneal and stainless steel, is standard on the
Champion CP. By combining the two materials, Great Dane is
able to offer the corrosion benefits of zinc and stainless steel with
the aesthetic benefit of a painted frame. Galvanneal, which will
not crack or flake, provides a surface that readily accepts paint.
Stainless steel, used in high impact areas of the frame, provides
protection against corrosion where it’s needed most. 

Great Dane’s new Champion CP trailer is more than up to the task
of meeting the carrying capacity needs of customers in the
 beverage industry, and other haulers of heavy floor loads. The
model not only offers the weight savings required by these
 operations, but also does so while boosting durability and
 providing exceptional value.

INSIDE TRACK

Great Dane’s Champion CP
BUILT LIGHT

TOUGH
Great Dane’s lightweight spec option
for Champion CP dry freight vans offers
the exceptional durability needed in
beverage hauling operations&
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Acombination of a unique design and
proven materials is bringing new levels

of strength and corrosion resistance to the
rear frames of all Great Dane Champion
dry freight vans. The EnduroGuard rear
frame, now standard with both swing and
roll-up rear doors, utilizes galvaneal and
stainless steel components, boosting quality
and durability to an even higher level.

Galvaneal is a zinc alloy coated carbon
steel used for many years in automotive
applications for its ability to accept paint.
The alloy process bonds the carbon steel
with zinc plating so the two materials act as
one. Unlike galvanizing, where a zinc coat-
ing is applied over steel, this chemical
process does not allow the coating to crack
and flake, enhancing both durability and the
aesthetics of the rear frame.

On the EnduroGuard rear frame, galvaneal
is used primarily for components that are 7
gauge or thinner in thickness, including the

header, vertical posts and rear sill. The
remaining exposed components are con-
structed of stainless steel, which is not affect-
ed by corrosion. Those typically include
areas around high impact zones such as
upper corners, bumper bars across the rear
sill, header protection bars, hinges, and
around tail lamps. Where galvaneal and
stainless components meet on the new
frames, stainless steels welds are used to
join the two materials.

Fully built EnduroGuard rear frames on
Champion dry freight vans are coated with
an epoxy primer and a urethane topcoat to
provide a smooth appearance. The standard
frame color is gray, and white is available
as an option. 

Great Dane has a high degree of confi-
dence in the new EnduroGuard rear frame.
Research, development and testing of the
galvaneal and stainless steel components
used, and the high quality construction and
finishing processes in place at plants have

all been proven. Existing trailers with these
materials, some built as long as ten years
ago, also show highly favorable perform-
ance over the long term.

Subjected to road debris and exposed to
potential damage from loading docks, car-
bon steel rear frames— even with high qual-
ity epoxy primer and urethane topcoats—
were prone to corrosion. Great Dane has
now addressed that concern for customers in
EnduroGuard with a unique and highly
effective combination of materials that will
provide greater durability and long-term cor-
rosion protection.

Offered exclusively by Great Dane on the
new line of Champion
dry freight vans,
EnduroGuard rear
frames are structurally
superior, highly durable
and provide the aesthetic
benefits of a painted frame, boosting 
quality to an even higher level.

Great Dane’s new
EnduroGuard rear frame

is bringing greater value
to Champion dry vans

Lasting Quality
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For Great Dane customer, Darwin Yoder, a picture tells a very
compelling story. The first load this customer hauled with his new
Freedom XP all-aluminum trailer was a 10-ft long steel coil
weighing 41,000 lbs loaded in the middle of the trailer. Here’s
what Yoder clearly saw: 

• There was not any flutter at the back end
of the trailer, a clear contrast to other
 platform trailers when it comes to handling
and control. 

• The Freedom XP maintained almost two
inches of arch  carrying this load. 

• Yoder was also impressed with the radius
on the top edge of the Freedom XP’s
extruded side rails. Other aluminum
flatbeds have a square edge on the top of
the side rails, which causes web straps to wear prematurely,
especially when hauling lower height loads.

Key Freedom XP Specs:
The new all-aluminum Great Dane Freedom XP, available in  48-
and 53-ft lengths, features an innovative two-piece bolted
 mainbeam to optimize overall performance. The top and bottom
halves of the beams are engineered for light weight and
 superior strength.

Camber is locked into the final beam assembly on the Freedom
XP using fail-safe, long-lasting stainless steel lock bolts front-to-
rear, and the mainbeams are fastened securely with attachment
clips in place of welding to prevent common stress cracking
caused by twisting. Heavy-duty outrig-
gers on the model transfer load weight
from the side rails to the lower main beams
and are also securely attached with specially
designed fasteners.

The L-shaped bottom half of the Freedom XP’s mainbeam allows
for clean, durable attachment of the upper coupler and
 suspension. The top half of the beam accommodates Great
Dane's unique crossmember attachment system. The entire

design reduces wear and tear, and ensures
long-lasting service life.

Standard on the Freedom XP and all Great
Dane platform models is a 1.25-inch aluminum
floor with four apitong nailing strips and a
 safety-grip surface for positive traction when
walking on the deck and to help restrain cargo
movement. Twelve pairs of pull-up chain ties are
recessed in the floor for additional cargo
securement. Also, all Freedom platform models

are equipped with Great Dane Model 60 Landing
Gear with a lift capacity of 55,000 lbs.

The lightweight Hendrickson INTRAAX air-ride suspension is a
standard feature on Great Dane platform trailers. Its tapered-
beam design combines with Hendrickson’s Large-Diameter Axle
(LDA) for increased bending stiffness and improved durability.
The 6-Year Stemco Platinum Performance Plus Wheel End System
provides additional protection for customers. 

The Freedom XP and all Great Dane flatbed models combine
versatility and innovation with quality workmanship, strength and
durability in designs that meet the needs of platform trailer users.

INSIDE TRACK

XP
Driving Customer Satisfaction

Great Dane’s Freedom XP
demonstrates why it’s the
most superior all-aluminum
flatbed available

Reedsville, PA
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The proof is in the test results – Great Dane's unique
PunctureGuard lining for Everest refrigerated trailer models
 outperforms other options in the key areas of puncture, impact and
peel strength, and weight savings.

PunctureGuard has up to 50 percent more 
impact resistence.
In comprehensive tests measuring strength, PunctureGuard was
found to be one-fourth to one-third stronger than competitive
 products. Other tests measuring impact resistance revealed it has
up to 50 percent more impact resistance. These characteristics are
important for ensuring that force from pallets, cargo or forklifts
 during loading and unloading operations does not damage the
liner, reducing the likelihood of damage to the foam insulation in
the trailer walls which can lead to a loss of thermal integrity. 

The inherent strength of PunctureGuard comes from the high glass
content and its placement in the glass-reinforced, thermoplastic
 liners. With more glass than any other product on the market, and
a design that orients the glass close to (but not too near) the
 surface, this unique liner has significant stiffness. In addition, the
thermoplastic liner remains pliant over time, so impacts from load-
ing equipment will not cause the material to curl away from walls.

PunctureGuard exhibits up to three times the peel
strength of competing products.
The lining’s adhesion characteristics are the result of a proprietary,
unique and highly effective anchor into the foam insulation. This
strong mechanical bond helps protect against delamination
caused by gouging, rubbing or denting that can damage the foam
behind the liner and cause the liner to separate from the insulation
inside the trailer’s walls.

At .070 inches, PunctureGuard is incredibly thin and considerably
lighter than plywood and traditional FRP linings. Potential savings
compared to traditional liners can add up to 200 lbs per trailer.

While PunctureGuard protects a reefer’s insulation, the process
Great Dane employs for panel foaming helps ensures Everest
refrigerated trailer models deliver maximum thermal performance

for the long haul. At Great Dane’s Statesboro, Georgia; Wayne,
Nebraska, and Brazil, Indiana plants, reefer walls, floors and
roofs are insulated using an In-Situ Panel Foaming Process, a
 technology that also represents a major investment by Great Dane.

Great Dane’s foaming process achieves consistent insulation
 thickness by using advanced control technology critical to
 maintaining manufacturing parameters. These include tempera-
tures, mix ratios, pressures and foam metering during application.
The result is a void-free panel of unmatched consistency for each
customer’s  specified insulation thickness; in other words, consistent
thermal performance throughout each panel.

Great Dane's In-Situ Panel Foaming Process ensures
consistent thermal performance. 
The In-Situ Panel Foaming Process also enhances liner adhesion.
Consistently flat, smooth linings backed by equally consistent
 insulating foam not only results in better thermal performance. This
advanced system also creates a more aesthetic trailer with flat,
smooth interior walls that are less susceptible to damage during
loading and unloading operations.

Great Dane reefer manufacturing plants are using the Panel
Foaming Process and panel presses to manufacture entire side and
front walls, floors and roofs for Everest refrigerated trailers. The
fully insulated components are then assembled using modular con-
struction processes.

As the industry’s leading producer of refrigerated trailers, for more
than 60 years Great Dane has been a pioneer in the devel-
opment of unique and advanced technologies. Reefer
insulating and construction methods are now
producing smoother, more consistent
reefer walls, floors and roofs,
providing better thermal effi-
ciency and creating longer
lasting refrigerated trailers
that help customers lower
their cost of ownership.

Great Dane's high performance PunctureGuard lining and insulating methods are making
Everest reefers the industry’s most thermally efficient and durable refrigerated trailers

VALUE
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“We’ve been operating Great Dane trailers exclusively for more

than 20 years,” says David Green, fleet and facilities manager
at Oakhurst Dairy. “Great Dane reefers can go full circle in our
operation. It is the durability of the Great Danes that lets us keep
them as long as we can.”

The northern New England region’s largest independent family-
owned dairy company, Oakhurst Dairy markets a full line of refriger-
ated milk and dairy products, juices, teas and water. Its customer
base includes chain and independent grocery and convenience
stores, food service outlets such as schools and restaurants, and

independent distributors. Oakhurst's sole manufacturing facility and
primary warehouse is located at its headquarters in Portland,
Maine. There are three additional refrigerated distribution facilities
in Maine, one in New Hampshire and one in Massachusetts.

Since 1990, every trailer in the Oakhurst fleet has been a Great
Dane reefer. The newest trailers in the 69-unit operation currently
are 2011 Classics, while in 2012 the company will be adding new
Everest CL models. Oakhurst usually buys as many as four new
reefers each year and runs its trailers as long as 15 years.

CASE STUDY

Full Circle
Great Dane reefers are used exclusively throughout
the Oakhurst Dairy operation

Oakhurst Dairy’s 

“The quality that Great Dane builds into its trailers, and the support
we receive from the company, are second to none.”

David Green, Fleet and Facilities Manager 
Oakhurst Dairy
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To get as much service life out of its Great Danes as possible, Green
notes, Oakhurst uses new trailers on its 70 delivery routes, which
are covered six or seven days a week. As the fleet adds new trail-
ers, older units are moved to routes closer to the company’s dairy.
Toward the end of their life, trailers are used in local transport of
empty product cases.

All 69 Great Dane Classic reefers at Oakhurst Dairy, and the
Everest CL models on order, are 45-ft models with Whiting
ColdSaver roll-up rear doors and flat aluminum floors. The newest
units are specified with Carrier Transicold X2100A refrigeration
units. All of the trailers are also spec’ed with Great Dane’s Long Life
Light System including all LED lamps, and are fitted with Bridgestone
tires.

To protect the highly perishable products it hauls, Great Dane
reefers at Oakhurst have three inches of insulation in walls, floors
and the ceiling. To protect the inside of the trailers from damage
while loading and unloading pallets, carts and skids, the fleet uses
PunctureGuard interior lining, the lightweight, puncture resistant,
glass-reinforced thermoplastic material produced exclusively by
Great Dane.

Another measure of protection for the newest Great Dane trailers in
the Oakhurst Dairy fleet is CorroGuard, a key component in Great
Dane’s comprehensive corrosion prevention package developed
specifically for trailer underbody protection. “We’ve used
CorroGuard on every new trailer for the past three years,” Green
says. “Corrosion caused by deicing chemicals and abrasion is a
problem in this part of the country. This product is helping us

address that challenge and is extending the life of our trailers.”

Along with hauling Oakhurst products on a daily basis,
a Great Dane reefer was also front and center

last year when the company took part in the

annual Wreaths Across America convoy that delivered 90,000
Maine-made wreaths for National Remembrance Day at Arlington
National Cemetery. The non-profit organization, founded by the
Worcester Wreath Company in Harrington, Maine, coordinates
wreath-laying ceremonies on the second Saturday of December at
Arlington, as well as hundreds of veterans’ cemeteries and other
locations in all 50 states and beyond.

One of ten tractor-trailers to make the trip, the Oakhurst Dairy vehi-
cle was the first in the company’s history to travel beyond New
England, requiring planning to secure permits. A company driver,
accompanied by his wife, volunteered his time to make the trip.
Additionally, Oakhurst Dairy employees sponsored more than 75
wreaths through a payroll deduction plan. 

Founded in 1921 by Stanley T. Bennett, Oakhurst originally deliv-
ered fresh milk in glass bottles carried by horse-drawn wagons.
Today, the company is guided by a third generation of the Bennett
family, which credits long standing customer and supplier relation-
ships as a key part of its success. For example, some of the farms
that supply Oakhurst with raw milk have been doing business with
the company for 75 years.

For more than two decades, Great Dane has been supplying
Oakhurst Dairy with trailers to carry its products productively,
efficiently and cost effectively. “We moved away from
other trailer manufacturers because they couldn’t sup-
ply what we need,” Green states. “The quality
that Great Dane builds into its trailers, and the
support we receive from the company, are
second to none.”

www.greatdanetrailers.com 13
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For applications that don’t require trailer weight readings on  
in-cab devices, the new QuickLoad Trailer Scale from Air-Weigh
provides an economical approach to keeping trailers loaded
 safely and within legal limits. The supplier of on-board weighing
technology for trailers is expanding its line of products to include
the standalone trailer scale.

Designed to work on any air-ride equipped trailer by converting
air pressure in the suspension into a very accurate on-the-ground
weight, QuickLoad can be mounted to the frame or lower rail of
any trailer with either permanent adhesive or hidden through-
bolts. The 20-minute installation procedure also includes
 connecting a power cable and an air line.

QuickLoad’s premium features are based on Air-Weigh’s full line
of on-board weighing technology. All electronics, software and
sensors are packaged in an environmentally sealed enclosure that
features molded electrical and air connections. The new design
completely eliminates openings for buttons, switches, panels,
 connectors or air fittings. 

Advanced graphics with an icon based touch screen user inter-
face are used for simple setup, calibration and operation. In its

operating mode, the QuickLoad Trailer Scale’s easy-to-read
 backlit display features large numbers that can be read from
 several feet away.

Convenient built-in alarm LEDs, visible from all directions, can be
set to flash at any warning weight, and then stay lit at a
 programmable overweight threshold. The scale also features a  
low-power battery mode for untethered applications.

Operation of the QuickLoad Trailer Scale from Air-Weigh is a
simple matter of bringing the trailer to a complete stop and
 viewing weight readings. By allowing Great Dane customers to
accurately know specific axle group weights at the loading site,
QuickLoad eliminates wasted time re-working loads and cuts costs
for out-of-route miles, fuel and overweight fines.
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VENDOR VIEW

A NEW Way toWeigh
Guesswork a 
Thing of 
the Past

Air-Weigh’s QuickLoad 
Trailer Scale provides 
on-the-ground weights at loading sites
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Brought to you by,

Prolam
It’s an indisputable fact that all species of hardwoods used in
trailer floors absorb water and moisture. During a normal trailer
service life, an acceptable level of moisture content in a dry van’s
hardwood floor is not a cause for concern. If that moisture con-
tent rises, however, the floor loses strength, hardness and rigidity,
and eventually decay occurs.

When moisture related problems in dry van trailer hardwood
floors start, maintenance costs rise and service life can be
 shortened. The good news is that there are keys to protecting
floors from moisture exposure, leading to a long lasting, low
 maintenance cost hardwood trailer floor.

Two areas of special concern can be addressed with exclusive
Prolam products available on all Great Dane trailers--

• PuR, a highly durable polyurethane base product can cover  
the bottom of the entire floor or be applied over the front 
and rear wheel areas, which are especially prone to 
moisture intrusion.

• WAXIN, a process that melts solid paraffin into the
 surface of the floor can reduce moisture intrusion into
the hardwood, especially inside the doors at the
rear of the trailer.

With advanced solutions from leading
 suppliers, Great Dane is addressing the
need for moisture protection in
hardwood floors.
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VENDOR VIEW

Along with the conversion to all LED lighting as standard equip-
ment, Great Dane has partnered with Grote Industries to utilize the
lighting supplier’s Micro-Nova DOT lamp technology to benefit
customers. The small, low profile size lamps-- about the same size
as the head of some rivets used in trailer construction— means the
lamps are less likely to be damaged in marker, clearance and
ABS positions. Micro-Nova lamps are also PC rated, meaning
they have 180 degrees of visibility and provide brighter, more
intense illumination.

Micro-Nova technology from Grote offers some of its greatest ben-
efit as high-mount stop lamps on rear headers. In the past, many
 customers specified dual-element lamps on the rear header so
brighter stop-lamp illumination would be available on the header-
mounted ID cluster. This required the expense of the lamps as well
as additional harnesses. With Micro-Nova LED technology from
Grote, this extra cost is eliminated. Now standard on Great Dane
trailers, Micro-Nova header lamps operate as dual-intensity stop
lamp circuits in both the minimum required 3-lamp cluster or the 
5-lamp design with outboard lamps.

Also now standard on Great Dane trailers are Grote mid-ship
combination marker/turn signal LED lamps. The lamps are 
50-state legal and comply with the regulations of the California
Vehicle Code.

Improving Visibility with
Full Intensity Lighting
Grote Industries technology is a bright spot on Great Dane’s entire product line

Hardwood Floors Last Longer 
When Protected From Moisture
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High quality Great Dane dry
freight vans give Ace
Hardware the upper hand
over the competition

CASE STUDY

Hardware’s
“Ace”

in the hole

For more than 20 years, Great Dane has provided Ace Hardware

with well-built, quality trailers,” says Tom Grove, corporate fleet
manager, Ace Hardware Corporation. “Throughout its 86-year
 history, Ace has been known as the helpful hardware place, and
Great Dane dry vans help us fulfill that promise.”

Founded in 1924 by a small group of Chicago hardware store own-
ers, Ace changed the retail landscape by allowing individual stores
to purchase merchandise in bulk to save money and buy at the
 lowest possible price. This partnership enabled even smaller stores to
compete effectively against larger stores in their markets.  Today, Ace
is the largest retailer-owned hardware cooperative in the world.

A key component of that success, Grove relates, has been the effi-
cient delivery of a wide range of goods to store locations. Today, the
Ace Hardware fleet, including about 900 Great Dane trailers, serves
4,100 stores in all 50 states from 14 distribution centers. 

“Over the years,” Grove says, “we’ve made changes to our delivery
and distribution operation to better serve our retailers. Great Dane’s
various trailer models and technologies have addressed our
 changing needs very effectively.” 

In the past, Grove
explains further, loads to
Ace Hardware stores
were floor loaded and
handled with Great Dane
Classic dry freight vans,
including the use of floor
rollers and side doors. By
the late 1990s, however,
the distribution operation
had transitioned to containerized freight that could be double-stacked
to increase  carrying capacity.

With this set up, the containerized freight could be moved to the 
rear of the trailer with pallet jacks and then lowered on liftgates or
with forklifts. At that point, Ace transitioned to Great Dane P-Series
vans equipped with liftgates. At the same time, the single side
 laminate interior lining unique to the SSL model was chosen to
 eliminate the use of plywood as an interior lining, which helped cut
maintenance costs.

(left to right) Tom Grove and Scott McLean
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Going forward, Ace Hardware will be buying Great Dane dry
freight vans with SSL or plastic interior linings as well as logistics
posts. The new trailers are boosting productivity and lowering
 maintenance costs.

Regardless of the Great Dane dry freight van model in use at Ace,
notes Scott McLean, director of transportation, Ace Hardware
Corporation, unmatched durability and value have been constant. “In
the late 1980s and early 1990s, Ace bought some trailers from other
manufacturers,” he says, “but the long term quality of those units
 didn’t come close to what Great Dane has to offer. We run trailers as
long as 12 years in some applications, and then keep some of the
units as storage trailers. In either case Great Dane trailers have
value, for us or a second owner.”

In 2011, 40 new Great Danes joined the Ace fleet and over 100
will be ordered this year. “We did cut back on capital spending for
equipment replacement for a few years,” McLean notes, “but we’ll be
adding between 100 and 130 new Great Dane trailers annually in
the next three years.”

Originally privately held, Ace Hardware, based in Oak Brook, Ill, is
a retailer-owned cooperative, meaning each store is independently
owned and operated by local entrepreneurs who live in the
 communities they serve. With local ownership comes an even greater
 emphasis on providing quality products and service to customers.

“In turn we look for suppliers who consistently come through for us,”
says Tom Grove. “For that reason, Ace and Great Dane have had an
alliance for more than two decades. It starts with the product and
when it comes to trailers Great Dane’s quality is second to none. At
the same time, Great Dane always has a sense of what it takes to
support our efforts with new ideas and solutions. As we strive to
remain true to our motto – to be the most helpful hardware store on
the planet – a vendor like Great Dane is essential to our success.”

“Great Dane’s various trailer models and technologies have
addressed our changing needs very effectively.”

Tom Grove 
Corporate Fleet Manager
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Great Dane Rolls Out
Emergency Road Service
for AdvantEdge Customers

An exclusive offering for customers enrolled in AdvantEdge,  

Great Dane’s national account parts and service program,
Emergency Road Service (ERS) is the latest benefit of the compa-
ny’s unique support service offering.

AdvantEdge makes emergency road service available to cus-
tomers 24 hours a day, seven days a week in the U.S., Canada
and Mexico. Offered through more than 20,000 certified Great
Dane mobile network providers, ERS includes towing, trailer and
tractor repair, maintenance on reefer units and tires, and drop-lot
facilities services.

AdvantEdge members benefitting from around the clock roadside
assistance with ERS also benefit from a single point of contact
when road service is needed. In addition, AdvantEdge users also
have a guarantee of up-front estimates, competitive labor rates
and signature parts price protection. 

Open to fleets of all sizes, AdvantEdge is already stream-
lining business processes and service management for
Great Dane  customers. Offered without enrollment
fees, the program provides centralized or decen-
tralized ordering and invoicing,  consolidated
billing statements in a variety of formats,
and  customizable purchasing controls.
Fleets have complete flexibility with
AdvantEdge when setting 
up accounts by location, trailer,
 driver or any other parameter.

AdvantEdge members can access
AdvantEdge ERS 24/7 by  calling
877-506-9582, or online at
www.greatdanetrailers.com/ERS.

DID YOU KNOW?

24/7
SUPPORT
Gives Great Dane
Customers
an Edge
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As a member of AdvantEDGE, Great Dane’s National
Accounts Parts and Service Program, you are connected
to a nationwide parts and service network of more than
100 locations that can help you streamline your opera-
tion. From consistent parts pricing and standardized labor
times to controlled ordering and invoicing processes,
Great Dane’s AdvantEDGE gives you the edge to drive
your business forward.

DRIVING your 
business FORWARD
Great Dane’s National Accounts Parts & Service Program
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To enroll or learn more about AdvantEDGE, call (877) 600-3433
or visit www.greatdanetrailers.com/AdvantEDGE

AdvantEDGE members can now also benefit with around
the clock roadside assistance.

ERS is available at more than 20,000 certified mobile
providers for Class 7 and 8 tractors and trailers.

AdvantEDGE also guarantees up-front estimates,
 competitive labor rates and signature parts price protection.

TOWING • TIRES • TRAILER REPAIR • 
TRACTOR REPAIR • REEFER UNIT MAINTENANCE •

DROP-LOT FACILITIES SERVICES

• Nationwide service and parts availability

• More than 100 locations in the U.S. 
Canada and Mexico

• Single point-of-contact

• No enrollment fees

• Centralized or decentralized ordering

• Not-to-exceed parts pricing

• Consolidated statements available in 
a variety of formats

• Consolidated invoicing

• Online program capability

• Customizable purchasing controls

• 24-hour Emergency Road Service 
(U.S. and Canada)

NOW OFFERING 24-HOUR
EMERGENCY ROAD SERVICE

For 24-hour ERS, call (877) 506-9582 or schedule an
appointment online at www.greatdanetrailers.com/ERS
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